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GENERAL THINK TANK INFORMATION 
 

Housed within the specially refurbished Victorian Wing of the Ipswich Museum 
and Art School Gallery, the Pacitti Company Think Tank is a building-based 
resource for the ongoing exploration and study of live performance and radical 
praxis. Pacitti Company welcomes broad audiences at the Think Tank, to a 
curated rolling programme of local, national and international events. These 
activate thinking and discussion around live art, performance and wider cultural 
topics. The Think Tank offers accessible, affordable public events, led by artists 
and experts from a range of diverse fields. These events and sessions are 
recorded by various means, so that a cumulative body of research and 
knowledge extends beyond the experiences of those present, into territories that 
serve researchers, students, archivists, practitioners and policy makers. 

 
 
CONDITIONS OF USE FOR THIS DOCUMENT 
 

This document has been made public to aid individuals in their own study and 
research. It has been shared in good faith that it will not be used for commercial 
purposes or exploited for financial gain. We strongly advise you not to plagiarise 
any materials used within this document, and the intellectual property of the 
authors will be defended vigorously if the need arises.    

 
All opinions expressed in material contained within this document and those of 
the authors and artists and not necessarily those of the publishers. Every effort 
has been made to trace all copyright holders but if any have been inadvertently 
overlooked please let us know via the address below. 

 
The Think Tank programme and Past Events Resource are produced in house as 
initiatives of Pacitti Company. www.pacitticompany.com 
 
For any further information please contact thinktank@pacitticompany.com  
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SALON: HORRORSHOW SESSION NOTES 
ROBERT PACITTI 
 
 
CONTEXT: HORRORSHOW forms part of TABOO, an ongoing Think 

Tank strand exploring the edges of obedience and culture. 
 
LOCATION & DATE: This Salon took place at the Pacitti Company Think Tank in 

Ipswich on Thursday 27th June 2013. 
 
MARKETING COPY: A presentation and free-ranging conversation about what 

scares us and why, using the horror film genre as a starting 
point for wider discussion. 
 
HorrorShow forms part of TABOO, a new Pacitti Company 
Think Tank strand exploring the edges of obedience and 
culture. 

 
 
EVENTS FORM: Robert Pacitti introduced the themes of the event, 

followed by a presentation, then a public conversation 
between everyone present. 

 
THESE SESSION NOTES: These notes are taken from pen and ink writings authored 

by Robert Pacitti during the event. They are therefore 
subjective and selective. They aim to give a sense of event 
content rather than a full transcript of everything that was 
presented and discussed. If citing these notes in any way, 
you should credit this context and Robert Pacitti. 
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This session took the form of an hour long illustrated talk, accompanied by a PowerPoint 
presentation of quotes, still images, and video segments from well-known horror films. 
The notes that follow are from a free ranging discussion that took place after a short 
break. 
 
 

PUBLIC DISCUSSION 
 
 

1. Salon attendee:   Spoke of the television show Dexter as a vigilante empathy  
experience (Dexter murders baddies). 

 
2. Salon attendee:  As an empathetic person, it is hard to watch these things. 

 
3. Salon attendee:  Spoke of a performance where footage was shown of  

bombings and wars, and everyone just carried on chatting. 
Then the artist began dropping hot wax on to 
cockroaches, and everyone freaked out. 

 
4. Salon attendee:  (Speaking on empathy) - things come in a spectrum – we  

Can’t be empathetic all the time, as we are bombarded. 
 

5. Salon attendee:  Philip K Dick explored empathy in Blade Runner or ‘Do  
Androids Dream Of Electric Sheep?’ 

 
6. Salon attendee:  On horror and children – It’s about boundary testing and  

experience. The horror of fairytales and the danger of fear. 
 

7. Salon attendee:  ‘Jouissance’ – the pleasure of fear. 
 

8. Salon attendee: Film reference: Oh Lucky Man (1973) by Lindsey Anderson 
 

9. Salon attendee:  Where does authenticity in art become a moral problem? 
 

10. Salon attendee: The performer John Duncan went to Mexico, bought a  
corpse, and had sex with it. Then he had a vasectomy. 
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11.  Salon attendee:  Spoke of parasites and parasitic relationships – ‘symbiosis’  
and ‘commensurable’. 

 
12.  John Bowers:  (in relation to clips shown in the presentation): Spoke of  

the relationship between forced frame views, and edits in 
both The Exorcist (1973) and in Pasolini’s Salo (1976) 

 
13.  Salon attendee:  Richard Roud described cinema going as ‘a deviant  

activity’. 
 

14. John Bowers:   (on ‘empathy’): The word emerges in English first in 1903.  
Following ‘sympathy’ the word ‘empathy’ comes from the 
German aesthetic theory word ‘Einfüling’.  

 
See also ‘Accidie’ – a medieval word combining 
melancholy and boredom. 

 
‘Sympathy’ claims an entitlement to know, in a way that 
‘empathy’ doesn’t. 

 
15. Salon attendee:  Starting with the logic of the tribal members going into a  

forest for transcendental experience, purge, transformation 
and learning, one may come out as  ‘them scared of 
spiders’, another ‘them scared of the dark’ etc. Maybe 
horror films allow us this form of experiential learning filter? 

 
16. John Bowers:   Imagine all those conversations that sustain you are  

finished –Thomas Eddison’ s theory of ‘life units’ 
 

17. Salon attendee:  Music Thanatology - playing music at people’s death beds,  
to aid transition. 

 
 
 

 
READ MORE ON THIS EVENT IN THE THINK TANK WORKBOOK, 
AVAILBLE FROM THE PACITTI COMPANY WEBSITE. 
 


